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CHAPTER IV

INTEL
Get the right info

Most of you are probably familiar
with supply and demand in
business. It is fairly simple
economics. The supply and demand
of the stock market is not much
different, but you need a clear
understanding of both the supply
and the demand if you wish to trade
and invest with confidence.
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Here is the supply and demand of
the stock market:
186B

Supply
(Shares
Outstanding)
189B

18B

187B

Demand
(Buying
Volume)

190B

©TIP Inc.
When a company is founded, it
must set a number of Outstanding
Shares, which represents the
company ownership. These shares
may be divided up and sold to
interested Investors.
19B

One key takeaway of this Chapter is
the number of Shares Outstanding
is very much an arbitrary number
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set by (and free to be adjusted by)
the Company’s Board of Directors.
Finviz is an Independent company
that tracks the Outstanding Shares
(the supply) and the Volume (the
demand).
If you’re interested in Finviz Elite,
here is our Finviz affiliate link which
comes with many perks:
20B

(https://finviz.com/?a=157516563)
201

We chose to partner with Finviz
because we believe they have the
best stock screeners on the market.
A stock screener is a tool to use to
easily sort and filter out publicly
traded companies.
The number of Outstanding Shares
of a company can be found when
searching company info in Finviz.
193B
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Public companies are required to
report this information.
Here’s an example of Sorrento
Therapeutics Shares Outstanding
information back on 15 May 2020
(Ticker SRNE):

194B

195B
196B
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The Demand is represented by the
Volume, found in the same Column:

The Row labelled Volume is the
Daily Volume, and the Row labelled
Avg Volume is the Average Daily
Volume over the last three months.
197B
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Sometimes, the Daily Volume quite
literally goes off the charts, meaning
the daily demand exceeds the entire
supply. This is only possible when
shares change hands more than
once that day. In this case, it was
more than once.
198B

The supply was 168.08 Million, yet
the shares trading hands was
502.42 Million. This indicates the
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entire company traded hands about
three times this particular day.
This is a good problem to have for
Shareholder (usually) and you can
expect to see stock prices go higher
after an event like this.
19B

Now that you have an idea of the
supply and demand of it all, let’s go
over the basics of a stock chart. The
Y Axis is always the price, and the X
Axis is always the time. However,
you can manipulate the time to
show one day, one week, six
months, a year, or even longer.
203B

When you see a market chart of the
on TV, it will usually show a single
line denoting price movement. This
line is drawn by connecting the
close prices of specified time periods
(I.e. Daily Close prices [4 PM EST] ).
204B
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Here is a daily chart, with one dot
for each daily close price.

Chart Courtesy of ©Stockcharts.com
205B

I lost a lot of money when I first
started playing around in the
markets. As a result, it forced me to
examine stock prices action with a
magnifying glass. I found there is
always a range of prices, and just
looking at a line graph is not giving
you the whole picture. To see these
ranges, you need a Candlestick
206B
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Chart. Here is the Candlestick
Chart of the same graph on the
previous page:

Chart Courtesy of ©Stockcharts.com
209B5

Now you have four points of
important data displayed instead of
just one. You can view candlestick
charts based on monthly, weekly,
daily, 15-minute interval, fiveminute interval, and even oneminute interval time periods.
210B
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The Japanese perfected these
candlesticks as an easy way to
visualize price movement over time.
21B

21B

Bullish candle
(Price goes up)
214B

213B

Bearish candle
(Price goes down)

The candlestick on the left
represents a period of positive gain,
and it’s white (or sometimes green).
The right candlestick represents a
period where the price fell, and is
filled with red.
215B
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Each candlestick, or period of time,
graphically displays four key
numbers: The period’s Open Price,
Close Price, High and Low. The
rectangular
body
represents
everything in between the open and
close price. The lines (or wicks,
hence
Candlesticks)
extending
above and below the body define the
trading period highs and lows,
respectively. The full trading range
is from the low to the high.
216B
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217B
218B

The order of the high and low can go
in one of two general waves (shown
above). Without zooming in closer,
you will not be able to tell the order
of the high and low if you did not
watch its formation. The wave
labelled ‘1’ started by going up and
the ‘2’ started by going down. Notice
that it’s the same pattern, just
different slices in time. It forms the
same Candle, yet one finishes going
up and one finishes going down.
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When you draw a line from open to
close, both 1 and 2 look the same.
219B

This
is
why
discovering
a
Candlestick’s wave pattern can be a
major competitive advantage. When
you zoom in to a smaller timeframe
(more on this in Strategy) you can
see the price movement after the
fact.
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Combinations of candlesticks may
alert you to patterns that are proven
to have a higher probability of a
certain outcome.
High probability outcomes are just
that. There is no such thing as a
guarantee in life, that goes for
Trading and Investing as well.
23B

Tested and proven patterns can
increase your odds for success and
help mitigate potential losses. We
have tested and proved certain
patterns have more probable
outcomes.
25B

For now, we are going to focus on
four patterns that we believe have
the highest probability to help you
understand pattern trading TODAY.
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Here are the four patterns:
26B

The Hammer
27B

28B

For the Hammer Candle to be
reliable, the price movement needs
to be in an extended downtrend
occurring over many periods. A
trend - is by definition – not one, but
a series of events (four periods
minimum).
29B
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The close price in the Hammer
candle will also be the period high.
Study the wave movement to the left
of the Hammer Candle and you’ll
understand the theory behind this
pattern: it’s basic applied physics.
With only one reversal in the
Hammer, the movement is only
showing half of a sine wave pattern.
230B

231B
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As a result, it is logical to expect a
continuation
of
the
upward
movement to complete the wave. In
our experience, this outcome
happens a good majority of the time.
23B

Here’s how the Hammer pattern
looks in the market:
23B
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The (bullish) Kicker
235B

This is as reliable as it gets in terms
of pattern trading. A downtrend
followed by a big red candle closing
at or near the low. Then, a gap up,
and a bullish candle closing at or
near the high.
236B
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Draw a line between the two close
prices. The line is steepest when
there is a Kicker pattern. The
probability of a move higher after a
bullish Kicker is - in our experience
- the highest of all patterns.
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Here’s how it looks in the market:
238B

239B

The pattern most often continues
because the momentum switches
suddenly, which tends to catch
Traders off guard.
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The gap up effectively breaks any
resonating
sine
wave
energy
potential, thus creating a new fresh
wave
pattern
with
upward
trajectory and momentum.
240B

After the gap up, the resistance
becomes
the
support.
The
momentum carries the price higher,
like the split second when a ball is
kicked up in the air.
241B

This pattern may be caused by
many different events, or catalysts.
Whatever the reason, it may force
the market to reevaluate the stock
price range.
24B

After a kicker pattern, you can
expect prices to float higher through
the upper range. We use this
pattern often.
243B
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Flat Top Breakout
24B

245B

Consolidation occurs with higher
lows building up to a clear line of
resistance. Imagine the sine waves
getting smaller. The price range
continually shrinks from day to day.
This causes energy to build up, like
shaking a bottle of champagne.
246B

The buying pressure builds at a
clear level of resistance. Then, POP.
It explodes off higher in no time.
247B
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Here’s how it looks in the market on
a 15-min chart (each Candle
represents 15-minutes):
248B
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The Bull Flag

2

1

The Golden Rule of Trading is to
shoot for twice as much as you are
willing to lose, also known as a
‘Reward to Risk Ratio’ of 2 to 1. For
now, imagine choosing to go after a
target price that is twice as far as
your bail out price. Your ‘stop-loss’
level is the level at which you bail
out and cut losses.
250B
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We’ll go over this Management Style
in detail in the Strategy Chapter as
well as give you tools to easily
calculate the numbers.
Here’s how the Bull Flag pattern
looks in the market:
251B

25B
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RETRACEMENT
ORIGINAL
MOVE

253B

A movement does not have to
retrace. Any move has a chance to
continue. We know objects in
motion tend to stay in motion. Use
the highs and lows as references to
base trade ideas.
254B
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Fractal patterns appear everywhere,
even in nature, like the seashell and
broccoli structures.
256B

Zoom in – even to the microscopic
level - and the structural design of
the elements looks the same. It’s
truly amazing to witness zooming
out from the microscopic level to see
the big structure looks the same!
257B
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Some
patterns
can
go
on
indefinitely. Pattern recognition can
help to increase your consistency
and confidence.
258B

Between the Hammer, the Kicker,
the Flat Top Breakout, and the Bull
Flag pattern, you are now equipped
with four proven tools to increase
your edge in the market (strictly
from a Technical standpoint).
259B

One last thing before we move on
from technicals is identifying the
trends themselves.
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Here’s what makes an up trend:
261B

26B

Starting from left to right, the price
action runs higher, then there is a
“pullback” to a low. Don’t confuse
the pullback with a trend reversal.
Trend reversals are rarer.
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Here’s how the uptrend looks in the
market:
264B

265B

You can tell it’s not a reversal if it
doesn’t set a new low. What makes
the uptrend is the higher lows and
the higher highs.
26B
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Now here’s the downtrend, which is
exact opposite and just as
important to recognize.
267B

268B

Starting from left to right, the price
action falls, then there is a “rally” to
a relative high. Don’t confuse the
rally with a trend reversal. What
makes the downtrend is the lower
lows and the lower highs.
27B
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Here’s how a downtrend looks in the
market:
270B

271B

Forget your pride. Often, we get the
feeling we don’t want to be wrong.
It’s not about right and wrong.
Forget your feelings. Sell the things
in downtrends. Stop the bleeding
before it is too late.
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Now, let’s talk about seasonality
because it does come into play a lot.
There are seasonal trends to be
aware of, like the Santa Claus rally.
This is when prices tend to increase
leading up to the Holiday season.
There is a similar trend for prices to
increase near the 4th of July.
273B

274B

Another trend is known as the
January effect: some hot stocks go
cold in January. Sometimes it
makes sense to wait until January
to sell big gainers. Why? Waiting
until the New Year will push off
paying capital gains taxes until the
following year. If you look up
January effect, you may find
something different. Don’t believe it!
Trust this Intel.
275B
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There is also an End-of-quarter
trend (March 31st, June 30th,
September 30th, December 31st).
Mutual funds are required to report
their top 10 holdings on a quarterly
basis. When nearing the end of a
quarter, therefore, it is likely to see
selling of quarterly losers and
buying of winners.
276B

This is known as ‘window dressing’.
Some funds will switch top holders
– possibly even just briefly - to paint
a picture of success at quarter’s
end, which may effectively entice
buyers to those funds.
27B

There are also Election Year trends:
The third year of an election cycle is
historically the best year for the
market overall.
278B
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Here are some red flags to be aware
of when Trading and Investing in
the markets:
279B

1) Reverse Stock Splits. Take an
extra second and do a word search
in the company’s news for ‘Reverse’.
Reverse Stock Splits are never a
good sign. This usually means the
company is struggling to maintain
minimum de-listing requirements.
Avoid these companies.
280B

2) Repeat news. A company may
post the same news over and over
again in an attempt to pump the
stock price so they can dump the
equity while it temporarily spikes.
281B

3) Company name changes. Not
always, but sometimes company’s
change names to hide something.
I’m all for name changes that
inspire and create a better company
28B
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brand. Just make sure the company
didn’t just Reverse Stock Split or
have a big claim filed against them.
Company takeovers are generally
regarded as positive depending on
the takeover valuation. However,
volatility usually decreases after a
takeover, therefore we tend to
ignore takeover action. We also
avoid takeover rumors. Be an
Independent thinker.
This represents the best investment
Intel my team and I have come
across and we believe it will help
you to dramatically increase your
odds of success when applied
correctly. Before we jump into
Strategy, the next Chapter uncovers
some shocking facts about your
Market Odds and what really
matters (not what you think!).
283B
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NOW HIRING!
ATTN: Investors
475B

Work from home part-time and
remotely from anywhere in the World
with phone and internet. Work as
little as four minutes a week or as
much as you want. Get trained up in
as little as 60 days OR LESS based
on current skill level. No experience
necessary. No formal education
needed.
476B

Company Description
47B

This is a start-up company. Inflection
Point Inc. (dba TIP Inc.) specializes in
Stock Strategy system theory and
design, and market execution. We've
teamed up with the largest college
district to bring you a free Webinar
on buying stocks.
478B
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Position Description
479B

Use TIP’s Optimum Strategy® to learn
how to profit with just one market
move a week. Work four minutes a
week or as much as you want.
480B

Requirements
481B

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
482B

483B

48B

485B

486B

487B

48B

489B

Commitment to Excellence
Organizational Skills
Planning Skills
Accounting Skills
Documentation Skills
Execution Skills
Mindset Skills
Strategy Skills

Don’t even contact us unless you’re
the best and can prove it. We’re
looking for star performers, not
backgrounds.
490B
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Duties
491B

Learn TIP’s Optimum Strategy®, how
and why it works. Practice in a
trading simulator and ensure you
can be wildly profitable. Keep
excellent notes in record book or
Excel file. Record dates of all
transactions.
492B

Once you’ve shown mastery of the
system, we have an affiliate program
for you to get paid to teach this to
others.
493B

Benefits
49B

Peace of mind you’re working with
the best Buyers and are part of a
team of wise and trusted advisors.
495B

Access and permission to share
company content (sales copy, pitch
decks,
proprietary
trading
496B
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technology, checklists, trade files,
interest calculators, power point
slides, books, videos etc.) Earn
commission
on
Products
and
Services.
Learning this can be very rewarding
and when you teach it to others, they
are eternally grateful. The market
needs you.
497B

Sincerely,
498B

49B

David W. Koper, CEO of TIP Inc.
Home of TIP’s Optimum Strategy ®
50B

501B

If interested, schedule a call here.
https://go.oncehub.com/Dkope
Don’t email, text or call.
502B

503B

504B
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Courtesy of
Investors in
50B

506B

507B

The Inflection
508B

Point Inc.
509B

Thank you Investors
510B
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TIP Inc.
51B

Vision
512B

Build great Investors
513B

Mission
514B

Create the Best Financial
Software as a Service
the market has ever seen
51B

516B

517B
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For those suffering from depression
or Post Traumatic Stress Disorder,
please don’t hesitate to reach out and
give me a call or shoot me a text.
518B

856-685-4681
519B

Please leave a message, and I will get
back to you as soon as possible. You
can also schedule a call here.
520B

https://go.oncehub.com/Dkope
521B

Also, www.ptsd.va.gov
is a great resource
52B

523B

FOR IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE IN A
CRISIS
524B

1-800-273-8255
52B

In loving memory of Stephanie, one
of the 25 contributors to TIP’s first
Annual Shareholder Meeting and a
dear friend who will be missed
526B

527B

Stephanie Marchesani
528B

May 7th 1986 –
529B

Sept 11th 2016
530B

About the Author
531B

David Koper is a self-taught Trader
and Investor who has dedicated his
life’s work to building great Investors.
532B

Koper founded Inflection Point Inc.
(TIP Inc.) and shares his knowledge
and experience as a way to give back.
53B

534B

David received the Credential of
Readiness (CORe) from Harvard
Business School online for Financial
Accounting, Economics for Managers
and Business Analytics in 2019.

536B

53B

David is a licensed Professional
Engineer in the State of NJ.

538B

537B

If you have comments or questions
about this manuscript, or just want
to give some words of praise, please
email me at info@theinflectionpt.com
Please share it with others and pass
it along to those that need it most.
539B

Testimonials
540B

“Very well written
and easily
understood. A
must read for
junior and senior
Service Members
alike.”
541B

Joe Hannings, former Sgt. US Marine
Corps
542B

“A thought
provoking read that
opens your eyes to
undiscovered
opportunities and a
feeling of financial
control.”
Dyana Baurley, Business Development
Associate at Milestone Partners
543B

54B

“This book gives
every Service
Member’s warrior
mindset a much
needed wealth
creation mindset.”
54B

Brian Jackson, former SSgt. USMC
546B

“Educational but
also motivational
with many
important life
lessons that
everyone can
benefit from. The book is well
organized and very succinct, while
not containing any useless
information. The book is able to
easily define and explain tough
concepts that are critical to
understand in the business or
market. I would recommend this
book to anyone who is either already
an entrepreneur or market veteran
or even someone who is completely
new to the space.”
Kevin Byrne, Regulatory Analyst at
Financial
Industry
Regulatory
Authority (FINRA)
548B

547B

“A real and genuine
portrayal of what one
man will do to not
only survive but
THRIVE in all aspects
of his life and career.
This is a book you will
constantly go back to
reference when making any
decision.”
Megan McMullen, DoD Contract
Specialist
549B

50B

"As a novice
investor, David's
book not only
helped me with
strategy and general
knowledge but
inspired me to grow my portfolio
and more closely monitor potential
trade opportunities."
51B

Michael McNelis, VP of Development –
Lease Up
52B

“Quick read, easy to
comprehend,
interesting concepts,
good stats.” Ravineel
Francis, former US Air
Force Mission Support
Flight Commander
53B

“Perfectly formatted
for an everyday dose
of intelligence,
honesty, and
humility. This book
is a go-to not just for
Service Members,
but any individual
looking to gain
power through
knowledge. Inspired me to look
beyond my everyday abilities to
cultivate awareness and
understanding. Wonderfully written
David!” Michele
Evans,
Government Services Administration
Contract Specialist
54B

“This book was
inspiring and
exciting to me,
especially the
sections on
options. As a
commodities
trader, I am
using these
tools to enhance my trading. I believe
it is a safer approach and lowers my
risk while trading commodities.”
5B

Hector Cordero, SL Trading
56B

The 4-min work week (ironically) came
out of 80 to 100-hour work weeks for
years. It is meant to serve as a practical
handbook representing the culmination
of five years of research compiled by us
(TIP Inc.) exploring centuries of research
by others in an unrelenting action to
accelerate your financial understanding
and enhance your work-life continuity.
Simply put, more value with less effort.
You
1.
2.
3.

can Invest like the Top 1%…
Working four minutes a week
With no credentials
Earning powerful skills that create
high confidence and free up time

You’re probably skeptical that you can
learn this all in one book, but what if you
could?
It’s time to make the first BIG investment
in your own education that may just pay
off 10 or even 100-fold. Imagine that!
Master your market and start expecting
higher Return On Investment.

